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Traditional pieced quilts 

frequently repeat the same 

block over and over again in 

a grid that may or may not feature 

sashing. A super fun and original way 

to use a traditional quilt block is to 

blow up one single block to be the size 

of a completed quilt. In this project, we 

will blow up the block and then fill it 

in with pieced information—what I call 

strip sets and other small pieced blocks.

InstructIons
1. Select a quilt block to blow up. 

Simple is best—Rail Fence, Sawtooth 

Star, Pinwheel, Log Cabin, and 

Hourglass are all great blocks to use.

2. Draw out your enlarged block on the 

pattern tracing material. You may 

need to tape the tracing material 

together to get it as large as you need 

it. Once it’s large enough, fold or 

draw the quilt block lines onto the 

material. This is now your pattern. 

Make 2. One will be cut up to use 

as pattern pieces. The other will be 

kept intact as a reference.

3. Using the black strips of fabric, 

block out the basic sections of 

the blown-up quilt block on your 

design wall. This helps delineate the 

sections as you go along.

4. Use your sketchbook or blank sheets 

of paper to generate ideas for pieced 

“fabric”—what I also call pieced 

information or pieced prints—to fill 

in the blank spaces of the blown-

up quilt block. If you need ideas, 

refer to Improv patchwork—DynamIc 

QuIlts maDe wIth lIne & shape. Each 

section can be filled with stripes, 

polka dots, herringbones, Flying 

Geese units, or other pieced ideas.

Blow It Up—Making Big Blocks
by Maria Shell

Sponsored by Bernina of America, eQuilter.com, Marabu, Dharma Trading Co., and Wooly Felted Wonders

Materials
• 3+ yards pattern tracing material  

(I use Pellon® 830 Easy Pattern®.)

• 2"-wide strips of black fabric—start 

with 6 (60" x 2") strips. You may 

need more.

• Sewing machine with a straight 

stitch and a ¼" foot (A ¼" foot with 

a flange will not work if you are 

sewing curves.)

• Paper, a notebook, and/or draft 

paper for making notes, sketches, 

and drawings about your quilt

• Design wall (a large piece of flannel 

or batting works fine)

• Digital camera or cell phone with a 

camera

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with quilt artist Maria Shell

Tips on fabric selection
• There is no set amount of fabric needed for creating an original Blow it Up! quilt. 

Starting with 1½ yard cuts of 8–12 fabrics is a good idea, but scraps work, too— 

as will more or less than the 1½ yard pieces. Try for a mix of large, medium, and 

small prints and a variety of colors in both light and dark values. Having a wide 

variety of fabrics is important, as good contrast in your fabrics is part of what 

will make your composition shine. Ideally, have some fabric from the entire color 

wheel and some black and white, too.
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5. Start with your simplest idea and 

start piecing. I usually start with a 

stripe.

6. As you finish each pieced print, 

place your cut-out pattern pieces 

on top to trim the correct shape and 

place it on your design wall.

Tip: Take photos as you create the units 

and before you rearrange anything.

7. Continue piecing until you have 

all your large blown-up quilt block 

units created.

8. Piece final units together into  

1 blown-up quilt block.

9. Quilt and finish as desired. 
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Improv patchwork—DynamIc QuIlts maDe  
wIth lIne & shape by Maria Shell
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